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ABSTRACT
Background: Pictographs (or pictograms) have been
widely utilized to convey medication related messages and
to address nonadherence among patients with low health
literacy. Yet, patients do not always interpret the intended
messages on commonly used pictographs correctly and
there are questions how they may be delivered on mobile
devices.
Objective: Our objectives are to refine a set of
pictographs to use as medication reminders and to
establish preliminary steps for delivery via smart phones.
Methods: Card sorting was used to identify existing
pictographs that focus group members found “not easy” to
understand. Participants then explored improvements to
these pictographs while iterations were sketched in realtime by a graphic artist. Feedback was also solicited on
how selected pictographs might be delivered via smart
phones in a sequential reminder message. The study was
conducted at a community learning center that provides
literacy services to underserved populations in Seattle,
WA. Participants aged 18 years and older who met the
criteria for low health literacy using S-TOFHLA were
recruited.
Results: Among the 45 participants screened for health
literacy, 29 were eligible and consented to participate.
Across four focus group sessions, participants examined
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91 commonly used pictographs, 20 of these were
ultimately refined to improve comprehensibility using
participatory design approaches. All participants in the fifth
focus group owned and used cell phones and provided
feedback on preferred sequencing of pictographs to
represent medication messages.
Conclusion: Low literacy adults found a substantial
number of common medication label pictographs difficult
to understand. Participative design processes helped
generate new pictographs, as well as feedback on the
sequencing of messages on cell phones, that may be
evaluated in future research.
Keywords: Medication Adherence; Health Literacy;
Smartphone; Patient Education as Topic; Health
Communication; United States

INTRODUCTION
Nonadherence to prescription medications is
prevalent in most areas of the world and is
associated with negative, even fatal, outcomes that
are otherwise preventable.1
Adherence can be described as the degree to which
a patient follows the instructions, proscriptions, and
prescriptions of his or health care provider.2 One
group of patients who are less likely to be adherent
their medication regimens are patients with low
health literacy3,4 which can be described as the
“degree to which individuals can obtain, process,
and understand the basic health information and
services they need to make appropriate health
decisions”.5 In short, patients understanding of their
medication regimen may not be concordant with the
understanding and expectations of their prescribing
clinician due to low literacy.
A potential solution to overcoming literacy
limitations is the use of pictographs to convey health
information.6 Pictographs, or pictograms, are
described as simple line drawings or a group of
step-by-step, standardized graphic images to
convey key health information, reducing reliance on
complex textual health information, particularly in
low health literacy patients.7-9 Use of pictographs for
discharge teaching instructions and to convey
medication use and adherence are common in the
literature10,11 and may help mitigate issues related
to medication literacy defined as “the degree to
which individuals are able to obtain, process, and
understand basic health and medication information
and pharmacy services needed to make appropriate
health decisions”.12 One explanation for why
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pictographs may work is the Dual Coding Theory,
first proposed by Paivio in 1971.13 The theory
essentially holds that human memory uses two
interactive stores – verbal representations and
mental images. When exposed to an image the
verbal memory may be triggered reinforcing
memory traces and subsequent recall.14
Medication-related
pictographs
have
been
developed by various sources including the United
States Pharmacopeia Convention (USPC)15, the
International Pharmaceutical Federation (FIP)16 and
research study investigators.7,17-20 Many studies
have identified the need to tailor visual aids by using
pictographs with the target population.7,11,19,21 In one
study conducted by Kheir et al.21 123 participants
reviewed 11 medicine labels which included text
and verbal, pictograph and verbal, or pictographonly
instructions.
The
highest
level
of
comprehension came from participants who were
given the combination of pictograph and verbal
instructions. Kripalani et al.,22 recruited participants
with a history of coronary heart disease from a large
primary care center. Customized pill cards
containing pictographic medication instructions were
created based on each patient’s individual
medication dosing and schedule. Overall, “patients
who used the pill card found it helpful for
remembering which medicines to take, as well as
the medication name, indication, dosage, and time
of administration”22; Similarly, the FIP storyboard
concept was developed to assist healthcare
providers in communicating medication directions
with illiterate patients, those who speak different
languages, patients with slight cognitive impairment
or difficulty seeing. The label with customizable
size, prescription calendar
with combined
medication regimen placed on one sheet of paper
allowed for convenience and ease of use. FIP
recommends cultural sensitivity as a component of
pictograms attention to – noting that things like
common representations of foods and time may not
translate well in different cultures. Key to successful
development is returning culturally specific designs
back to the community for further evaluation and
validation.16
The fact that these visual aids helped patients
understand and remember to take their medications
is notable as 42% of missed doses are
unintentionally forgotten.23 A different approach
than pill cards or storyboard concepts that has
worked well in reminding patients about their
medications are text reminders using the simple
messaging service protocol.24-26 However, text only
reminder approaches may not work as well for
patients who have trouble reading. One possible
solution is to use smart phones which can deliver
pictographic reminder messages to patients with
literacy challenges using multimedia messaging
service protocol.
But before we send reminder pictographic
messages to people on their cell phones, we need
to have good pictographs and a logical sequence
for the message components. Several of the studies
we reviewed paid careful attention to cultural
sensitivity and used iterative, participatory design

approaches.7,18,19,21,27,28 Participatory design allows
the participants and the researchers to analytically
examine the impact of the candidate pictographs in
stages, and work together to produce and revise the
design that is acceptable for specific use. This
design is commonly adapted in technical
communication research and human-computersupported cooperative work.27
The purpose of our study was to use participatory
design techniques to develop a set of candidate
pictographs as medication reminders for patients
with low health literacy. A secondary purpose was
to explore the sequencing of the messages for
delivery on a smart phone. This was part of a larger
study that sought to explore methods for evaluating
the ‘recognizability’ of pictographs and feasibility of
delivering them via smart phones using simulation
techniques prior to a longitudinal trial.
METHODS
This study was largely qualitative in nature,
employing focus groups and iterative, participatory
design techniques. Our two objectives were to:
1.
Use participatory design approaches to
improve existing pictographs
2.
Gain preliminary feedback on the
sequencing of pictographic reminders via cell
phones.
Study Instruments
The 36-item Test of Functional Health Literacy in
Adults (S-TOFHLA) was used in subject
recruitment. Participants were allowed seven
minutes to provide responses to all items per
instrument instructions. Correct response to each
item was scored as 1 point, with a maximum score
of 36 points. A total score between 0-16 signified
inadequate literacy, a score between 17-22 signified
marginal literacy, and a score between 23-36
signified adequate literacy. The scale has been
tested for validity and reliability and found to have
good
internal
consistency
(Cronbach’s
alpha=0.97).29 The second instrument was an
investigator-developed and used to assess
demographic characteristics of our study population.
Ethnicity and race questions in this instrument were
modeled on the short form of the U.S. Census. Also
included were questions related to participants’
histories of cell phone, text message, multimedia
messaging service (MMS), and medication use so
that we could characterize our study population.
(Online Appendix A).
Materials
We developed a database of pictographs by
performing literature searches through Medline,
University of Washington Health Sciences Library
Multimedia Resources, EBSCO database, and
Google from June to July 2012. Key search words
were “pictograph”, “warning labels,” and “pharmacy
related pictographs.” We contacted 10 authors of
these pictographs to obtain permission for use and
for modifications of the pictographs. Authors were
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assured that they would retain copyright to any
modified images. Five authors responded, three
allowed use and modification of images, 1 allowed
use without modification, and 1 denied use and
modification of their pictographs. Pictographs were
then printed onto 3’ x 2’ cardstock with text
descriptors removed to prevent confounding.
Procedures
Participant Recruitment
All participants were recruited using convenience
sampling from the Literacy Source (LS), a
community learning center based in Seattle that
provides instruction to more than 680 adults from
underserved populations annually.30 The study
procedures were reviewed and approved by the
University of Washington Institutional Review
Board.
Eligible clients were age 18 or older, English
speaking, and had past or present experience with
prescription medication. Individuals with dementia,
cognitive impairments or uncorrected vision or
hearing
impairments
were
excluded
from
recruitment. Exclusion determination was made by
the research coordinator and based on observable
characteristics,
individual
interviews,
and
communication from study staff. Eligible participants
who completed the S-TOFHLA and demographic
survey received a USD25 gift card.
Consent materials written at the 6th grade reading
level were verbally explained to each participant
before written consent was obtained. Participants
were then screened using the S-TOFHLA and
asked to provide responses to the demographics
survey. The S-TOFHLA was immediately scored by
the research coordinator. Participants with low or
marginal literacy scores (0-22) were invited to
participate in one of five focus group (FG) sessions
at the LS.
Our target group size for each FG was eight and
based on qualitative research design methods
described Morgan.31 Each focus group was
facilitated by the principal investigator; the research
coordinator and a graphic artist. As we had too
many pictographs to explore in a single session, we
divided the pictographs in half and explored them
across two focus groups (FGs 1 and 3), with two
additional focus groups (FGs 2 and 4) exploring the
same pictograph sets. A fifth FG examined potential
sequencing of the pictographs when delivered on a
cell phone. All FG sessions were conducted in a
private area at LS and were audio recorded.
FGs began with introductions of research staff,
name cards for participants, and a brief introduction
of medication-related pictographs. We employed
specific interaction techniques including asking
open ended, conversational, and probing questions,
rephrasing, listening without interrupting, and not
allowing a particular individual to dominate the
conversation.32-36
Following introductions, participants in FGs 1-4
were asked to identify “not easy” pictographs. Each
participant was given a stack of cards measuring 3”

x 2” with each card containing a pictograph.
Captions present in the original pictograph were
removed before printing of the pictographic flash
cards. Participants were asked to sort the cards into
two piles: Pictographs that were deemed “easy”
were put on top of a piece of green paper labeled
with the word “easy” and also “#1”. Participants
were instructed to place pictographs not considered
easy onto a piece of red paper labeled “not easy”
and also labelled with “#2”. Participants were not
asked to order the pictographs from easy to hard,
only to place them into two separate piles. After
sorting was completed, the pictographs were
collected by the RC. The cards labeled “not easy”
was grouped and totaled, and grouped pictographs
were then rank ordered by frequency by study staff
so that the picrograph that most people identified as
‘not easy’ came first. Pictographs were then
displayed in this order on an overhead digitizer and
participants asked what they thought each
pictograph meant. After 1-2 minutes of discussion,
the RC told the participants what the pictograph was
supposed to mean if it had not already been
identified by the group. The participants were then
asked to help improve the design of the pictograph
by providing input while a graphic artist was able to
modify the image in real time using the overhead
digitizer. Discussion on the redesigning for each
pictograph was limited to five minutes to ensure that
we covered as many ‘not easy’ pictographs in each
FG session as possible. If refinements of the same
pictograph were available from another focus group,
these would be displayed to prompt conversation
and to gain additional feedback.
Following each focus group, the digital audio
recordings of the session were transcribed and
coded. The recommendations for improvement
were grouped and summarized with emphasis on
points having general consensus. These were then
attached to a visual representation of the
development of each pictograph which included the
original pictograph, graphic artist’s sketches from
the sessions, refined interpretations of the sketches,
and a final recommendation from the graphic artist.
Upon reviewing the developed visual and transcript
summaries, investigators made additional requests
of the graphic artist for revisions if key points from
the focus group discussions had been missed, or if
important medical or prescription features needed
clarification. Use of specific shapes, colors, and
prioritization techniques were guided by published
literature8,37-42 A general overview of this process
can be found below in Figure 1.
Focus Group 5: Pictograph Sequencing
A fifth focus group examined the sequencing of a
series of pictographs to represent specific
medication-related messages. We started the FG
session by asking participants to think about
information normally presented on prescription
medication bottles. We then asked participants to
arrange a pictographic medication sequence using
paper print-outs of a cell phone screen (see Figure
2) in the order that made the most sense to them.
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Selected
pictograph

Focus group
drawings

Investigator
recommendations
Revisions by graphic
artist

Final pictograph
Figure 1. Schematic of Pictograph Design Process

After participants completed the task of arranging
the sample pictographic message, the messages
were collected and discussed using an overhead
digitizer and covering topics like the arrangement of
the pictographic medication sequence, pictograph
re-design, addition/removal of pictographs, and
additional features.

Data Analysis
Paper-based forms related to demographics, STOFLHA, and cell phone use were entered into
SPSS (version 17) for data cleaning and analysis.
These data were summarized using basic
descriptive statistics and frequencies. In order to
determine the appropriate sequence of pictograph

Text Notification

Dosage
Schedule

Indication

Route

Medicine
Name/Form

Preparation

Question/Caution

Blank - Additions

Figure 2. Sample print-outs of pictograph information categories used to generate sequence preferences
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Table 1. Demographic data for analytic sample
Demographics
Measurement
Female (N=29)
45%
Hispanic or Latino (N=23)
30%
Black/African American (N=23)
57%
M=46.36,
Age (N=25)
SD=9.30
Not Working (N=29)
38%
Household income 35k or less
83%
(N=23)
th
Completed 12 grade or less
86%
(N=29)
Single (N=28)
50%
Literacy level (S-TOFHLA) (N=29)
Mdn=12, IQR=12
Table notes: M=Mean, Mdn=Median, SD=Standard
Deviation, IQR=Interquartile Range

information categories for optimal comprehension of
the
medication
instructions,
an
internally
constructed variation of an ordinal ranking system
was used to score each information category. For
each sequence chosen by the participants the
information category placed at the beginning was
given a score of 10, 2nd position =7, 3rd position =5,
4th position =3, 5th position =2, 6th position =1, 7th
position =0. The scores for each information
category were then averaged to determine the
preferred sequence based on all participant
responses.
RESULTS
Participant characteristics
Among 45 LS clients screened, 9 were ineligible
due to high health literacy scores, and 29 of the
remaining 36 clients (81%) consented to participate.
The majority was male, over 47 years old,
Black/African American, and half of the sample was
single. Our sample was limited in education,
income, and presence in the workforce (Table 1).
The median literacy level on the S-TOFHLA test
was 12 (IQR=12) indicating inadequate health
literacy.
Regarding medication use, 21 of 28 participants
(75%) indicated that they regularly took
medications. A majority of the 29 participants (55%)
responded ‘yes’ to the question, “Have you ever
forgotten to take prescription medications?”

Table 2. Use and plan data for the 29 participants with a
cell phone
Cell phone data
Measurement
Years of cell phone ownership
M=7.73, SD=4.99*
Have unlimited texting plan
46%**
Number of text messages sent per
M=58.28,
week
SD=156.52
Number of MMS sent per week
M =6.74, SD=27.25
Number of years texting
M=2.73, SD=3.48
Table notes: M = Mean, SD = Standard Deviation
* Missing data from two participants
**Missing data from three participants

Objective 1: Pictographic Revisions
Ninety-one original pictographs were evaluated,
with a range of 14-22 participant responses for each
pictograph. Out of all 1,616 evaluations, 369 (23%)
of the evaluations were deemed “not easy.”
Following sorting into ‘not easy’ piles and frequency
counts by study staff, pictographs were discussed
and refined in the focus group sessions. Due to time
constraints (5 minutes per pictograph) we were
limited to refining the 20 pictographs with the
highest frequency counts. The original pictographs
also were grouped in categories based on
medication information. The average difficulty of
each category, based on the card sorting analysis,
is shown in Table 3. The complete card sorting
results along with sample sizes and selection for
redesign are listed in Online Appendix B.
Revisions commonly included the addition of color,
adding information through additional panels or
animation, and clarification of confusing items or
actions. The six most difficult to understand
pictographs are illustrated below (Table 4) along
with revised pictographs.
Objective 2: Pictograph Sequencing
The results from focus group 5 participants for the
preferred sequence of pictograph information
categories are shown in Table 5. There was a
consensus priority to begin with “Text Notification”
as the first graphic in the sequence, followed by a
subtle difference in priority among the next four
information categories (mean score difference 1 or
lower), the final category of Questions/Cautions,
and Route.

The cell phone usage data collected from
participants is shown in Table 2. Of note, only one
participant did not own a cell phone, and almost half
of participants had an unlimited texting plan.
Table 3. Pictograph category card sorting analysis by information category.
Information category
Warning: Precaution
Handling: Storage
Warning: Adverse Reaction
General Information: Indications and Usage
Dosage & Administration: Route
General Information: Other
Dosage & Administration: Frequency, Duration, and Schedule
General Information: Questions
Dosage & Administration: Preparation
General Information: Use in Population Groups
Handling: Form
Dosage & Administration: Take With/Without

Pictographs in
category
2
5
6
5
13
10
10
3
12
5
2
18
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Table 4. Six pictographs rated the most difficult by participants
Concept/Caption
Original Pictograph
(% Not Easy, Sample Size)
Do not store near heat or in sunlight
(64%, N = 22)

Revised Pictograph

Take until gone
(57%, N = 14)

Insert into vagina
(45%, N = 22)

For stomach/intestinal problems
(45%, N = 22)

Read the label
(45%, N = 22)

Flammable
(45%, N = 22)

All images used by permission. © copyright United States Pharmacopeia

DISCUSSION
We successfully conducted five focus groups with
low-literacy participants where we explored the
relative ease of recognizing the meaning of existing
pictographs, ways to improve some of the most
difficult, and possible sequencing steps to
communicate pictographic reminder messages on
smart phones. We had a diverse group of
participants with a considerable amount of cell
phone ownership.
Nearly a quarter of the pictographs were identified
by our participants as “not easy” to understand. This
number should be a cause for concern as it
indicates that there is a possible disconnect
between the intended meaning of the messages
and the audience. Twenty of these pictographs went
through substantial, iterative revisions with a
graphic artist, the focus groups, and members of the
research team and the modifications were returned

to the original contributors for potential use. The
process for redesigning this subset of pictographs
worked well. Having a graphic artist on site with an
overhead digitizer was very helpful and engendered
feedback as people could see their suggestions put
into action immediately.
In general, after feedback from participants the
revised pictographs contained fewer details. Our
findings are similar to a study in Malaysia that
explored both enlarging fonts and incorporating
pictograms into medication labels.9 The study
authors used focus group discussion for redesign;
subsequent testing found that elderly patients and
those with a higher number of co-morbidities
preferred pictograms over labels with solely text.
Zargarzadeh et al.28 also revised labels, using an
iterative design process with input from
stakeholders consisting of patients, physicians, and
pharmacies. The researchers followed design
conventions based on the literature and prior
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Table 5. Preferred sequence of seven pictograph information
categories
Information
Mean
Preferred
category
sequential value
ranking Order
Text Notification
10.0
1
Dosage schedule
4.0
2
Medicine
3.7
3
Name/Form
Indication
3.3
4
Preparation
3.0
5
Question/Caution
2.4
6
Route
1.6
7

studies with attention on the ‘content, convenience,
and cosmetic appearance (3Cs)’. The investigators
reported a higher preference from patients,
pharmacists, and physicians with the redesigned
labels.
We received valuable feedback on the sequencing
of messages and will use this in our future research
as a starting point. However, this needs more
exploration given that patients choice in sequencing
may be ordering based on importance. For
example, having route listed last may be due to the
fact that many know the route so place less
importance on it – instead it may make more logical
sense to pair it with instructions on when to take the
number of pills. Further, the use of paper cut-outs of
images on cardboard phone prompts may have
interfered with feedback and it would be worthwhile
to explore this better on actual cell phones and with
objective knowledge tests.
There are several additional limitations to this
project. Our findings cannot be generalized to
populations of different demographics. One reason
is
that
pictographs
are
not
universally
comprehensible, and some illustrations may not be
appropriate to meet all cultures and all types of
medical conditions.16,43 Our sample had a high rate
of cell phone ownership and most were experienced
at texting despite limited income, education and low
health literacy scores. We could not account for the
impact of the participants’ cell phone and texting
experiences on the feedback provided in helping us
develop and improve the pictographs and
pictograph sequencing.
We would have improved our methods by
conducting a semiotic analysis of the core
components within pictographs classified as ‘not
easy’. Korenevsky et al.44 conducted such an
analysis – noting that semiotics is “studying how
signs are perceived and how they should be
designed”. The researchers used a rigorous
selection approach to establish ‘preferred
pictograms’ and then examined graphical elements
that were common to 50% of the preferred
pictographs. While they did not find patterns in the
key graphical components, they did find a
preference for storyboarded designs which, along
with key graphical components, could be studied
further with respect to improved pictographs and
sequential panels delivered on smart phones.

Another weakness was that we could have
structured how to elicit feedback from participants
better. Instead of having participants essentially
self-report by sorting pictographs into ‘easy’ and ‘not
easy’ piles, we could have objectively tested
comprehension and then grouped responses using
the four categories for judging safety according to
the American standards (ANSI Z535.3) for safety
symbols (Correct, Wrong, Critical Confusion, No
Answer) and chosen pictographs for refining based
on frequency counts within the ‘Wrong’ and ‘Critical
Confusion’ categories.45
There are many avenues for future research related
to pictographs. Of particular interest is exploring the
concept of animated pictographs which can be
delivered on smart phones. Some messaging, such
as ‘do not crush’ are difficult to convey with static
images, mobile devices represent the potential for
animation and additional multimedia components
that might be relayed on a smart phone as a
reminder message. Tait et al.46 reported that
animated pictographs were preferred over printed
materials and other animated formats such as text,
pie charts and graphs on an iPad when adult
participants, predominantly white and educated,
were shown the risks and benefits about taking
statins.46 Combining animated pictographs for
communicating complex messages along with other
pictographs in a logical, sequential reminder
message on a smart phone is an area that seems
worthwhile of exploration.
CONCLUSIONS
Almost a quarter of the medication pictographs that
we explored were found to be difficult to understand
by participants with low health literacy. Participatory
design incorporating end-user feedback was found
to be a valuable approach to re-designing
pictographs and making them more understandable.
We were able to develop a preliminary sequence for
delivering pictographic reminder messages on cell
phones - a topic to be explored in future research.
By making changes to improve proper interpretation
of the labels of low literate patients, we can
potentially increase medication safety and self-care
ability of this vulnerable population.
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